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Meeting with the Eastern Division of the American Philosophical Association in Boston
December 29, 1980.

Chair: John Anton

Alan Code, University of California at Berkeley. “Aristotle on the Sameness of Each Thing with
its Essence: Metaphysics Zeta 6.” Cf. his 1982 “The Aporematic Approach to Primary
Being in Metaphysics Zeta.” Journal of Philosophy 79.11:716-718; Canadian Journal of

Richard Patterson, Columbia University, “Platonic Forms and the ‘Making’ of Sense Objects.”

Meeting with the American Philological Association

Donald J. Zeyl, University of Rhodes Island, “Socrates and Hedonism: Protagoras 351b-358d.”
A revised version was published in Phronesis XXV.3 (1980) and reprinted in John P.

Thesis.” A revised version was published in Profils d’Aristote (I), Revue de Philosophie